GLOSSARY   Of  DRAMATIC   TERMS   llO
m<iue is tlie shock of violent juxtapositions both
in language and incident Death mental illness
murder sexual perversion suddenly excite
laughter hecause they are convened in deadpan
jests and genteel terms or are promptly succeeded
by the bathos of farce Like circus clowning the
style has some value especially m satiie but it
easily stifles compassion
The BiechtiaE or Epic Play
31any British dramatists ha-ve felt the pervasive
influence of the Bavarian Brecht (<? v) who de
veloped a new land of Epic or narrative play of
debate with a loose sequence of episodic scenes
inked by commentary or songs Discarding
realism Brecht attempted not to arouse the on
looker s emotions but to stimulate him to thinl
about social issues and to tale left wing action
In the event his animguous central situation
appealed to deeper levels of experience
There have been several instances of the am
biguous protagonist but English playwrights have
tended to adopt not the political intentions but
the style of the Epic geme Esshn has said that
Shaffer in The Royal Hvnt of die Sun has joined
Bolt Arden and John "Whiting of The Devils in
the select group of British dramatists who hive
genuinely benefited from the conception of
epic techniques in diama
Theatre of Cruelty
In 1938 Antonin Aitaud published The Theatte
and its Double a collection of essays and lettert
\\hichforms the theoretic basis of the Theatre of
Cruelty his central purpose being a ritual of
cruelty to exorcise fantasies
Professor Biustem has descubed how Artaud
hated mdustnal civilisation believing like Freud
and D H Lawrence that it stifled instinctual life
He claimed that the theatre as the heart of a
common culture should enact g primitive ntnal
of cruelty a sacrificial frenzy and exaltation In
this way it would bring to the surface and exorcise
the spectators latent anarchy violence and
eroticism serving a? an outlet for repressions
Artaud s theones have yet to be proved An
tnropology has shown tnat a sacrificial blood
ritual was long practised by primitive tribes
without diminishing man s urge to cruelty as is
poetically conveyed in Edith Sitwell s Gold Coast
Customs (i>ee MSB) 4. modern dramatic enact
ment can certainly make us awaie of repressed
violent impulses but does it clear them away?
As to techmaue ^taud envisaged a total
theatre appealing to total man primarily visual
wieie the all important director would deploy
music dance plastic art pantomime mimicry
gesticulation intonation architecture scenery
and lighting to Induce a state of trance Attack
ing the inadequacy of a pallid conceptual language
•Vrtaud demanded that dramatic language should
have an emotional and incantatory effect
Genet fulfils Artaud s demands and ui Englanc
tae specific Theatre of Cruelty Las been best
represented by his plays the Marat lade of Weiss
and Triana s The Criminals Its influence can be
seea also in The Architect and the bmperor of
4.?syna of Arrabal But the methods of produc
tion advocated by Artaud have had a wide and
pervasive influence on the movement towards
total theatre
Expressionism..
The genre flourished in Germany after the
first world war where its chief exponents were
Kaiser and Toller and in Czechoslovakia in the
plays of Capek OTSTeul and O Casey have also
occasionally experimented with Expressionism
^Reacting from Keahsm with its insistence on
individual psychology and the detailed represents,
tion of actual life Kaiser Toller and Capek
sought to express rather the general aspirations
and fears of humanity especially man grappling
with the advent of machinery Their characters
are symbolic types as the Nameless One, repre
seating the mob in Toller s Man and (he Masses
Their decor ib stylised the dialogue staccato and
the brief scenes are characterised by mass move
merit and swift action
 CONTEMPORARY   THEATRE
Weaker s   Chips   and  Wood s  Dwgo
—   	„-   emploj
Expressionism but m Englano. generally it is the
;echmques rather than the aims of the genre that
have bet-n adopted
Naturalism
Natuialism m diarna may be regarded as a
pecial case of Realism and it ip not easy nor
rerhaps always desirable to make a sharp dis
tmction between the two
Naturalistic drama attempts to record as fajth
'ully as possible the actual experiences of life
however banal and to present life undistorted by
the playwright s theories, 01 too much concern for
artistic form The virtues of Naturalism are
fidelity and spontaneity Its danger is that it
may keep so close to life as to lose artistic form
nd tension becoming the stage version of tlie
tape recorder See Slice of-Life Play
It was Zola m the 1870s who propounded the
principles of Naturalism Distrusting both the
)lay of ideas and the well constructed play is
ending to impose on life a falsifying and Artificial
pattern he urged that drama should record as
objectively as possible the actual course of man s
ife especially the way it is conditioned by en
vironment
Strindbergs Miss Julie 1888 is an espay m
Naturalism but the genre is found m its most
iccomplished form m the Russian theatre
especially in Stanislavsky s production -t the
Moscow Art Theatre of the plavs of Chekhov and
m 1902 of Gorky s The Lower Depths
\eo Realism
There is nothing new in diamatic Realism (31 )
is such "What is novel is the realistic presenta
tion of the shabby lodgings and streets ol the
underprivileged Gorky in Tlie Loner Depths
was perhaps the first dramatist to reveal the
wietched condition of the destitute and this play
influenced O Neill s The Iceiiian Cometh Their
production m London with a starkly realistic
background had some effect on those modern
plays where the kitchen sink and dustbin were
as much in vogue as was formerly the fashionable
di awing room
Any worth while play has significance far
beyond its milieu and modern neo realistic plays
vtry greatly m theme and purpose Weaker
Delaney Livings Owen Osborne Orton Bond
Lawler and Seymour have all used the style m
differing ways
Several of these playwright^ have themselves
been workers and their plays are an authentic
interpretation of their own culture once m
accessible to the middle class audience The tact
that their work is occasionallv loose in structure
may be attributable to the influence of Naturalism
(a d ) or to the author s imacademic background
The advent of this fresh and vigorous drama from
a group that has seldom been articulate is one ot
the most encouraging aspects of modern theatre
Realism
Writeis of realistic drama such as Galsworthy
attempt to create a stage dlubion of actual life
usually through the medium of the well construe
ted play It is not always easy to distinguish
between Pealism and Naturalism—its extreme
form—but one sabent difference is that the latter
tends to discard organised plot as imposing a
false pattern on the flux of life
Bolt Cooper Mortimer Shaffer and Porter
have all written realistic plays and since the
fifties there has been a succession of competently
constructed realistic plays associated with the
novelists   Graham
Muriel Spark
Gieene   C   P   Snow   and
The Satirical Flay
Kecent years have seen heartening revivals of
plays by Shaw triggered off by Stage Sixty s
production of Wtdonerg Houses with, its topical
relevance to Rachrnanism There followed a long
succession of Shaw revivals
Shaw has found few successors for genuine
satire is a most demanding art Subjective
hostility and negative criticism are not enough

